POEMS

3/4W have been writing acrostic poems about different sports.
Here are two fine examples:

Ice Hockey is a sport played mainly in the USA.
Communities come together to make teams vs each other.
Every team has two midfielders, two strikers, two defenders and a goaly.

Hockey is similar to Ice Hockey but it is played on grass not ice.
On the ice at the start of the game there is a puck off to steal the puck.
Control is very important because it is very slippery.
Keepers have to defend the puck from going into the goal.
Every player gets a Hockey stick, a helmet, lots of padding and skates.
You will enjoy Ice Hockey as much as I do, trust me!

By Thomas Harper

Tennis consists of hitting with raquets.
Every tennis player makes a mistake.
No one is allowed off the court.
Nathan is very good at tennis.
Is Nathan ready to play at the Olympics?
Silly me, he plays soccer.

By Lucie Dewar